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1. His daughter Margaret Roper supposedly retrieved his head from Tower
Bridge and buried it. Under-sheriff of London during the reign of Henry
VII, he rose to the office of Lord Chancellor in 1529. FTP, name this
humanist scholar and author of Utopia, canonized in 1935, whose refusal to
recognize Henry VIII as head of the Church of England led to his 1535
beheading.

Answer: Sir (or Saint) Thomas More

2. Born in Diamond Grove, Missouri, this agriculturalist was captured by
raiders during the Civil War before being exchanged for a $300 racehorse.
After graduating from Iowa State Agricultural College, he later founded the
Tuskeegee Institute in Alabamas. FTP, name this biologist whose work with
peanuts and sweet potatoes made him famous.

Answer: George Washington Carver

3. First published in its complete form in 1714, this mock-heroic epic
concerns a bitter feud between two families. Lord Petre takes the title
object from Arabella Fermor, after which the heroine, Belinda, demands its
return. FTP identify the satirical poem by Alexander Pope.

Answer: "The Rape of the Lock"

4.  On the mainland, it is better known as Mariotte's Law after Edgar
Mariotte, who discovered it independently in 1676.  Yet 14 years earlier, a
British scientist claimed to be the first to formulate the principle, which
became key to the development of the Ideal Gas Law.  FTP, name this law,
which descibes the inverse relationship between the pressure and volume of
an ideal gas?

Answer: _Boyle's Law_

5. The protagonist of this play undergoes many misadventures including
hiding in a basketful of dirty laundry which is thrown into the Thames,
dressing in women's clothing and being beaten, and disguising himself as a
hunter. These humiliations are contrived by Mistress Ford and Mistress
Page, who conspire to make a fool out of their suitor. FTP  name the
Shakespeare play, supposedly written in response to Queen Elizabeth's
request to see Falstaff in love.

Answer: The Merry Wives of Windsor

6. Known as the "Banished Angel," he was exiled for involvement in the An
Lu-Shan rebellion. He lived a dissipated lifestyle and was a member of the
group known as "The 8 Immortals of the Wine Cup." FTP name the 8th century
Chinese poet who supposedly drowned when he tried to embrace the moon's
reflection.

Answer: _Li Po_ (or _Li Bo_)

7. This period of geological time has recently been dated using the
ammonite, an extinct aquatic mollusk of the class Cephalopoda . Named in
1829 by A. Brongniart for a region of mountains on the France-Switzerland
border, this period was highlighted by the appearance of pterosaurs and the
primitive Archaeopteryx, and the separation of South America and Africa.
FTP, identify this period, probably known better for its famous park.

Answer: _Jurassic_

8. He is a character in the Sir Walter Scott novels Ivanhoe and The
Talisman, as well as several old English ballads. Probably a local hero of
the early 13th century, he was reputedly born circa 1160 at Locksley and
died at the hands of a treacherous nun. For 10 points name this man whose
companions included George-a-Greene, Allan-a-Dale, Will Scarlet, and Friar
Tuck.

Answer: _Robin Hood_

9. With the outbreak of this disease in Naples in 1495, Girolamo Frascatoro
decided to write a poem about a shepherd who had contracted the sickly bug.
The effects were so bad that, in revenge, the French referred to it as the
Italian disease, while the Neopolitans referred to it as the French
disease.  FTP, name this disease, which is caused by the spirochete
Treponema pallidum, and usually transmitted through sexual intercourse.

Answer: _Syphilis_

10.  The son of a self-made billionare, this man left his native country to
complete his schooling in Switzerland.  After his studies, he went on to be
an attache at the United Arab Emirates embassy in London.  But the cinema
lured him to Hollywood, where he produced films including "Hook", "The
Scarlet Letter", and financed "Chariots of Fire."  FTP name this Egyptian
whose notorious black book included romances with Brooke Shields, Tawny
Kitaen, and Tina Sinatra, but will always be remembered as the final beau
of Diana, Princess of Wales.

Answer: Emad Mohamed _"Dodi"_ al _Fayed_

11. In 1865, this man was given the yellow jacket and peacock feather of a
mandarin by the emperor of China for his role in the suppression of the
Tai-Ping Rebellion.  His more famous exploits, however, were in Africa,
where he mapped the upper Nile River in 1874-76.  FTP, name this explorer
and general, who held out for 10 months during the siege of Khartoum by the
mystic Mahdi, and who acquired the nickname Chinese.

Answer: Charles Gordon

12. This artistic style first appeared in northern Italy in the early
sixteenth century, and was soon spread throughout Europe by Primaticcio and
Rosso Fiorentino. Marked by a deliberate violation of classical rules, a
search for novelty, and ambiguous use of space, practitioners of this style
included Giambologna, Bronzino, and Cellini. For ten points identify this
art movement exemplified by the works of Pontormo, Parmigianino, and El
Greco.

Answer: _Mannerism_

13. His nickname was Fabius, which indicated that he supported the
principles of the Constitution.  In fact, he was a member of the 2nd
Continental Congress and the Stamp Act Congress as a representative from
Pennsylvania.  FTP, name this colonial American, whose _Declaration Setting
Forth the Causes and Necessity of Their Taking Up Arms_ and _Letters From a
Farmer in Pennsylvania_ were influential preceding the Revolutionary War,
and who founded a college in Pennsylvania.

Answer: John Dickinson

14. First sung in public on July 4, 1831 at the Park Street Church in
Boston, the words to this were written by Reverend Samuel Francis Smith.
Unfortunately, the German melody that he chose happened to be the same as
the British _God Save the Queen_.  FTP, name this patriotic hymn, whose
first stanza ends From evry mountainside, let freedom ring.

Answer: _America_ or _My Country Tis of Thee_ (do not accept America the
Beautiful)

15. Born in Minden, Germany, this anthropologist received his doctorate
from the University of Kiev before beginning a year long expedition to
Baffin Island.  After founding the American Anthropological Association,
he went on to teach at Columbia and edit Science magazine.   FTP, name this
seminal figure, whose The Mind of Primitive Man was published in 1911.

Answer: Franz _Boas_

16.  Most historians believe that this game evolved from the French game of
paille-maille in the 13th century.  By the 1850s, it had become extremely
popular in England - popular enough for _Routlege's Handbook_ to be
published in 1861 on the subject. FTP, name this game, which requires
players to use long-handled mallets to hit balls on the ground through a
series of wire wickets.

Answer: _Croquet_

17. According to the Apocrypha he was told to go as a missionary to India,
and when he refused, he was sold as a slave to an Indian prince. According
to another legend, the king of India gave him a large amount of money with
which to build a palace, but he gave it to the poor instead. He is the
patron saint of masons and architects, and his symbol is the builder's
square. for 10 points identify this saint, the apostle of Christ who
doubted His resurrection.

Answer: _Thomas_

18. Besides being the first president to affirm his oath of office, this
man also had the first vice-president never to serve, as William Rufus
DeVane King died in the year he was elected.  As president he ignored the
Ostend Manifesto, but approved the Kansas-Nebraska Act; and later approved
the Gadsden Purchase.  FTP name the president born in Hillsboro, New
Hampshire, who was elected to office in 1852.

Answer: Franklin _Pierce_

19. Based on a play by Oscar Wilde, with a libretto by Hedwig Lachmann, it
was first performed in 1905. Richard Strauss's first great operatic
success, it takes place in one scene in Herod's palace.  For 10 points name
this opera in which the Dance of the Seven Veils is performed.

Answer: _Salomé_

20. The son of Odin and Frigga, he lived in the mansion Breidhablik in
Asgard. The Norse god of light, he was much-beloved. Warned of his
impending death, his mother bound all things on earth not to harm him, but
she accidentally forgot mistletoe; Loki took advantage of this oversight
and fashioned an arrow of mistletoe. For 10 points name this unfortunate
deity, accidentally slain with Loki's arrow by his blind brother Hoder.

Answer: _Balder_

21. It is traversed by a chain of volcanic mountains, the tallest of which
is Mount Semeru; it is drained by the Solo and Brantas rivers. Important
cities include Bandung, Surabaja, and Semarang. FTP name this island which
contains nearly two-thirds of the population of Indonesia as well as the
capital, Djakarta.

Answer: _Java_ (prompt on Indonesia)

2. This surname was first used as a gesture of humility during a pilgrimage
to the Holy Land by Count Geoffrey of Anjou. Named after the broom-plant,
this family is also known as the Angevins. For ten points identify this
dynasty which ruled England from 1154 to 1399.

Answer: _Plantagenet_
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1. Answer the following about a poetic form for the stated point values

a. for 5: it contains 14 lines of iambic pentameter

Answer: Sonnet

b. for 5: she dedicated her "Sonnets from the Portuguese" to her husband

Answer: Elizabeth Barrett Browning

c. For 10: the first poet to use the sonnet with great success, his were
dedicated to Laura

Answer: Petrarch or Francesco Petrarca

d. for 10: the mysterious woman to whom Shakespeare dedicated his 127th
through 152nd sonnets is known by this name

Answer: the Dark Lady


2. Given an historical event, name the Chinese dynasty that was in
existence at that time FTP each.  If you need a brief description of the
dynasty, you'll get 5.

10 - the Great Wall of China is built
5 - 221-206 BC; ruled by Shi Huang-ti

Answer: _Chin_ (Qin) dynasty

10 - Jesus Christ is born
5 - 206 BC - AD 220; Buddhism is introduced, and a bureaucratic government
based on Confucianism is developed

Answer:  _Han_ dynasty

10 - William the Conqueror invades England
5 - 907-1279 AD; Confucianism supercedes Taoism and Buddhism, and
cultivation of tea and cotton begins.

Answer: _Song_ (Sung) dynasty


3. Name the subatomic particles from the clues given FTP each.

a. Made up of 1 up quark and 2 down quarks, there are 45 of them in an
average atom of selenium.

Answer: neutron

b. Made up of a quark and an antiquark, Hideki Yukawa was awarded the Nobel
prize in physics in in 1949 for their discovery.

Answer: meson

c. A hypothetical particle that travels in excess of the speed of light, a
charged one will give off Cerenkov radiation while moving through a vacuum.

Answer: tachyon


4.  Given the first lines, name the poem FTPE.  If you need the poet,
you'll only earn five points.

10: Oh never talk again to me/Of northern climes and British ladies
5: George Gordon, Lord Byron

	Answer: _The Girl of Cadiz_

10: My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains/My sense, as though of
Hemlock I had drunk
5: John Keats

Answer: _Ode to a Nightingale_

10: It is little profits that an idle king/By this still hearth, among
these barren crags
5: Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Answer: _Ulysses_


5.  Given works, name the artist on a 30-20-10 basis

a. for 30: Seine at Argenteuil, Cliffs at Etretat
b. for 20: Gare St. Lazare, Rouen cathedral west facade sunlight
c. for 10: water liles, Impression:Sunrise

Answer: Claude Monet


6. Given a the nickname of a French king named Louis, give his ordinal
number for 10 points each.

a. St. Louis

Answer: 9

b. the Spider

Answer: 11

c. the Fat (with an F)

Answer: 6


7.  Everybody knows that there was only one true James Bond: Sean Connery,
of course.  And conveniently enough he starred in six Bond films.  FFPE
name the six films.

Answer: Dr. No, From Russia with Love, Goldfinger, Thunderball, Diamonds
are Forever, You Only Live Twice


8. Given a character from Greek myth, name his/her killer for 10 points each

a: Clytemnestra

Answer: _Orestes_

b: Achilles

Answer: _Paris_

c: Jocasta

Answer: _Jocasta_ (herself)


9.   Answer these questions about the Persian Gulf War. (5-10-15)

a. (5)  The Allied command center for the war was located in this Saudi
Arabian capital.

Answer:  Riyadh

b. (5,5)  Name the secretary of defense and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff at the time of the war.

Answer: Richard _Cheney_, Colin _Powell_

c.(15)  Name the ground attack begun by the Allied forces that lasted 4
days before the Iraqi surrender.

Answer: Operation _Desert Saber_  (Do not accept Desert Storm, Shield, or
Sword)


10. Identify these figures of the Italian risorgimento for stated point values

a. for 5: he and the Red Shirts conquered Sicily and Naples

answer: Giuseppe _Garibaldi_

b. for 10: he organized the Young Italy Association and edited the journal
_Young Italy_

Answer: Giuseppe _Mazzini_

c. for 15: this nobleman established the newspaper "Il Risorgimento" and
served as premier of Piedmont.

Answer: Conte Camillo Benso di _Cavour_


11. FTP each, name the Freudian disciple given a brief description.

a. This psychologist became closely associated with Freud due to his
founding of individual psychology.  His Superiority and Social Interest
also established his belief that a persons motives are primarily social,
not sexual, which was in opposition to Freud's teachings.

Answer: Alfred _Adler_

b. His establishment of analytic psychology and coining of the term
collective unconcious established his reputation and own school in Zurich
even after his break with Freud.

Answer: Carl _Jung_

c. In _Childhood and Society_, this psychologist asserted that there are 8
psychosocial stages during the development of a child in culture and
society.

Answer: Erik _Erikson_


12.  Given a brief description name the Canterbury Tale for 10 points each

a. the young girl May cheats on her old husband January, then convinces him
it never happened

Answer: _Merchant's_ tale

b. Patient Griselda, a peasant girl, is repudiated then taken back by her
noble husband

Answer: _Clerk's_ tale

c. the fox Dan Russell tricks Chanticleer and tries to eat him, but the
rooster escapes

Answer: _Nun's Priest's_ tale


13.  For five points each, given a nickname of a past or present member of
pro wrestling's Four Horsemen, name the wrestler.

a. Nature Boy				Answer:  Rick _Flair_
b. Mongo				Answer:  Steve _McMichael_
c. Rock				Answer:  _Ole Anderson_
d. Romeo				Answer:  Paul _Roma_
e. Enforcer				Answer:  _Arn Anderson_
f. Crippler				Answer:  Chris _Benoit_


14. Name these early battles from the clues given.

a. The Romans under Aetius and the Visigoths under Theodoric checked
Attila's advance into France in 451, saving western Europe from the Huns.

Answer: _Chalons_

b. Constantine the Great defeated Maxentius in 312 and became the sole
ruler of the Western Roman Empire.

Answer: _Milvian Bridge_

c. Charles Martel and the Franks forced the retreat of the Saracens in 732
by keeping Spain and western Europe from Muslim invasion.

Answer:  _Tours_


15.   Given a musical key, tell how many sharps or flats comprise the
written form of the key signature.

a. C major			Answer: no sharps or flats
b. D minor			Answer: 2 flats
c. F# major (F sharp mjaor)	Answer: 6 sharps
d. B minor			Answer: 2 sharps
e. Eb major (E flat major)	Answer: 3 flats
f. C# major (C sharp major)	Answer: 7 sharps


16.  Given the real name of a vitamin, give the letter/number combination
it is more commonly known by. (Prompt if only a partial answer is given)

a. thiamine			Answer: B-1
b. ascorbic acid 		Answer: C
c. pyridoxine			Answer: B-6
d. niacine			Answer: B-12
e. retinol			Answer: A
f. riboflavin			Answer: B-2


17: name the authors of these short story collections for ten points each

a: The Four Million, The Voice of the City

Answer: _O. Henry_ or William Sidney _Porter_

b: Bayou Folk, A Night in Acadie

Answer: Kate _Chopin_

c: A Good Man is Hard To Find, Everything That Rises Must Converge

Answer: Flannery _O'Connor_


18.  Given a brief description, name the Galilean moon FTP each.

a. These two moons, which are the largest of Jupiters 16 satellites, are
both larger than the planet Mercury.

Answer: _Callisto_, _Ganymede_

b. Because of tidal action resulting from its close proximity to Jupiter,
this moon has a number of active volcanoes.

Answer:  _Io_


19.  We all know that Tim Duncan was taken as the first overall pick in the
NBA draft by the San Antonio Spurs this past year, but can you name other
first overalls given the year and the school?  You will get 5 pts. each and
a 5 point bonus for all correct.

a. 1982 from North Carolina			Answer: James _Worthy_
b. 1968 from Houston				Answer: Elvin _Hayes_
c. 1976 from Maryland			Answer: John _Lucas_
d. 1995 from Maryland			Answer: Joe _Smith_
e. 1988 from Kansas				Answer: Danny _Manning_


20. Given the Australian province, name the capital  FFPE.

a. Western Australia		Answer: _Perth_
b. New South Wales		Answer: _Sydney_
c. Queensland			Answer: _Brisbane_
d. Victoria			Answer: _Melbourne_
e. Southern Australia		Answer: _Adelaide_
f. Northern Territory		Answer: _Darwin_


21. Identify these traitors for the stated number of points.

a. for 5: he betrayed Jesus for 30 pieces of silver

Answer: _Judas_ Iscariot

b. for 10: he betrayed Roland and the Paladins to the Moors

Answer: _Ganelon_

c. for 15: this Greek tricked the Trojans into accepting the Horse

Answer: _Sinon_


22. identify these poetry movements for 10 points from a description, or
for 5 points given a list of poets

a: for 10.  Late 19th century; use of images and metaphors to suggest the
basic emotion of the poem
   for 5:Maeterlinck, Mallarme

Answer: _Symbolism_

b: for 10:early 20th century; expression of the unconscious through
juxtaposition of incongruous verbal images

   for 5:Apollinaire, Breton

Answer: _Surrealism_

c: for 10:early 17th century; complex conceits, hidden meanings, often
religious themes

   for 5: Cowley, Herbert, Donne

Answer: _Metaphysical_ poets


23.  Given the animal, give the name for a whole bunch of 'em, for five
points each.

a. oxen			Answer: _yoke_
b. cats				Answer: _clutter_
c. crows			Answer: _murder_
d. rhinoceri			Answer: _crash_
e. lions			Answer: _pride_
f. clams			Answer: _bed_


